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Last Friday we went to the circus in order to watch a            
show called The Tipping Point. It wasn't a traditional         
circus with animals but a circus that highlights human art.          
The troupe consisted of five performers, two women and         
three men. There were also people backstage who managed         



the show, arranging the lights, the costumes, the music and          
other technical things. 

The show was truly impressive. The audience was        
crazy about the artists as the spectators applauded every         
other minute. The performance was based on a story which          
was told by the artists. The story was composed of several           
sequences that was gripping. The acrobats performed in a         
sandy ground they used to climb at poles and above each           
other. It was unbelievable to see such a strength from          
human bodies. On the hand Alicia said that she enjoy the           
show however they were a lot of noises from the audience           
and those noises might disturbed the acrobats. On the other          
hand Lola told that the music and the show were both in a             
peaceful harmony but she was also upset by the noises from           
the children all around the circus. 

After the show, the high school students were allowed         
to interview three of the artists and the ringmaster. They          
seemed to be shy and they answered with very long          
sentences due to their passion for what they are doing every           
day. Emily was the youngest and the favourite performer of          
Alicia because she was cute. Telma was another girl who          
performed, she came from Portugal and she was really         
skillful and beautiful. There was also a guy with a hipster           
beard and astonishing calves. In brief, they were god and          
goddesses making acrobatics. Emily also explained she       
prefers to be carried and to work with the entire troupe           
compared to training alone in a fitness room. 
 



 
 
The performers said that it was a hard sacrifice to          

leave one's family in order to follow one's dreams to perform           
all around the world. The guy with the beard told us that he             
had a wife and children so he often leaves his family to            
found another one, which is the circus company. 

As it was a show with humans, they assumed that          
they were and they are against circusses with animals as          
they thought that animals belong to wild life. Nevertheless         
they appreciate shows with dogs, for an example, only if the           
animals do not seem to be treated as slaves. In addition,           
Telma already has a dog and she’s learning to him how to            
dance. Besides, the guy has a lazy cat so we don't think his             
cat is skilled in dancing or in juggling (laugh). 

During the interview, the artists were stretching so it's         
a proof that they made a huge effort and involved a large            
number of muscles as legs, arms and back. 



All in all, the show was engrossing and the artists          
were handsome. We wish to enjoy their Tipping Point         
again. 
 

 
Allègre Lola, Comte Alicia & Feger-Fischer Julie 
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